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Wren  Feathers 
Noël’s Snowflake Dress  

As always, this pattern is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share it by linking to 
this blog, you may NOT sell it or upload it to any site without my permission.  If you sell things made from this pattern I’d 
appreciate credit for the pattern design.     
If you downloaded this elsewhere it was stolen from:  http://jenwrenne.wordpress.com    
I assume you have basic sewing/crafting knowledge and the explanation should suffice, but if you need help please 
email me! 

 

Doll is Our Generation Meagan available at Target.  Dress inspiration from Noël Devine. 
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Original sketch  
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Even though the pattern lines are very basic and easy to sew, I loved the challenge this dress presented of 
thinking about all the different ways to get the snowflake designs onto plain fabric: 
 

 Embroidery is an easy option on most fabrics but can take a lot of time and skill to do by hand and 
machine embroidery has size limits that would make this skirt challenging  

 Appliqué is easy with felt or non-fray fabrics, but requires skill (or fusible web) to use with woven 
fabrics.  Cutting all these tiny snowflakes by hand would be challenging BUT another easy decoration 
option for this dress would be to fold tiny pieces of thin felt and cut the way you’d cut a paper 
snowflake and then attach with desired method, such as hand stitches or fabric glue.   

 Painting or fabric markers are a good method if you enjoy drawing, but can take a long time if your 
design is intricate or you need a lot of fabric   

 Stenciling or screen printing require some specialized supplies, but are a very fast way to print large 
pieces of fabric 

 Sewed-on buttons/beads are an easy option, but it can be challenging to find what you want in the 
scale you need 

 
Thinking through all of them, stenciling seemed to be the best option for this dress because it can be done 
with freezer-paper stencils and some craft paint, both of which are readily available and inexpensive.  Here is a 
link to a tutorial on how to do that: https://jenwrenne.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/stenciled-tea-dress.pdf 
 
The option I hadn’t considered came to me at the craft store when I saw a big roll of glittery...stuff and realized 
a) I unfortunately own the horrible piece of equipment known as a Cricut and  
b) It supposedly is capable of cutting out iron-on transfers 
 
I wasted about 5 hours of my life coming up with a snowflake design that was appropriate, fighting with their 
terrible software, and just generally figuring out the cricut/iron-on transfer thing while it ate my mat, cut too 
deeply, and just generally had horrible instructions.  But that saves you some time!  Your options for recreating 
Noël’s dress to look like this are to use freezer-paper stencils with white/silver paint OR to use the design 
provided here to cut an iron-on transfer from Cricut holographic film like I did.  There are instructions on the 
package for ironing, but see below for some additional info about it. 
 
There’s a .png file of this snowflake you can download for personal use only to use with other brands of cutting 
machines, resizing as needed.  There are some different sizes of snowflakes on the pattern pieces to use as 
templates for hand-cutting stencils, using freehand fabric paint, etc. 
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If you’re using the Cricut sparkle iron-on stuff, here’s the info I wish I’d found before 
starting: 

There are 3 layers: 

 

 A thick, clear, mildly adhesive plastic layer on top 
 The sparkly one sandwiched in the middle  
 A matte, iron-on layer on the bottom 

 

You cut this with the sparkly-looking side stuck to your mat, and the matte layer facing up, because you want 
the machine to cut through the iron-on and sparkly layers, leaving the thicker plastic intact (red dotted line 
above).  Note that in the software after specifying the holographic iron-on, there are choices for pressure – I 
used light, which worked well, since my machine often does strange things like not pulling in the mat and 
cutting the actual machine itself or cutting really deeply through all the layers of things including the mat.   
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Tape skirt pieces as shown before cutting 

Finish neckline with a ¼” hem or cut a facing if preferred 
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